50.1439635
30.7496623
50.1439289
30.7496000
50.1439078
30.7480363

50.1439597
30.7471256

50.1439084
30.7460518
50.1439564
30.7449972

50.1439056
30.7424253

AIRUS Suite

Advanced modular
solutions for U-space

A set of integrated web services
designed with the degree of quality
required by the ATM industry

It has a scalable design and provides
standardised interfaces that can be
integrated directly into third-party U-space
services.
The AIRUS suite allows UAS traffic
management in complex scenarios where
surveillance is mandatory, such as BVLOS
(Beyond Visual Line of Sight), airport
environments, high-density airspace, urban
areas or other critical infrastructures.

Both the current development and the future
evolution of AIRUS Suite closely follow up on
main research projects and regulatory frameworks, now at the definition stage, such as
the SESAR (Single European Sky Air Research) roadmap and the European U-space
programme.

AIRUS Suite is designed and
developed following cybersecurity best practices and the most
advanced operational and
safety standards, applying a
SWAL 4 level of ED-153 and
ADQ according to ED-76A and

Its flexible, modular and scalable architecture,
based on standard and open technologies,
meets future technological challenges andleads the way for the implementation of U3.

ED-77A.

AIRUS Suite provides functionalities through secure and technologically advanced
services, designed to be easily integrated in centralised, federated (EASA
architecture) and decentralised U-space architectures.

01

02

03

04

Provides main access for UAS operators to U-space services. It can be fully
configured according to the services
deployed in AIRUS and allows operators to manage their flight plans, aircrafts and pilots.

An application for airspace management, providing an administrative interface to the ANSP (air navigation
service provider) and making it possible to handle users, manage U-space
and UAS Geographical Zones, import
aeronautical information in an automated way andmanage meteorological information.

GCS is a cross-platform mobile application compatible with most of the
drones on the market. It allows the pilot
to manage flights and licenses, receive
Situational Awareness and monitor
flight performance, including awareness and monitor flight performance
including notifications and alerts.

AIRUS has a high-performance simulator.

Web USSP
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Registration

This service is used to manage the registration and maintenance of the information of users who interact with
AIRUS (operators, pilots and drones).

Web CISP

GCS

UTM Traffic Simulator
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Manages and provides aeronautical
information to users, warns in case of
trespass, reports on terrain clearance
and gives updated weather information from a reliable source.

Merges traces from available
surveillance sources, making it possible
to estimate the aircraft state vector in
a robust and secure way.

Warns the user about any deviation
from the operational flight plan during
the tactical phase of the operation.

AIM / MET

Tracking

Flight Monitoring

AIRUS Suite provides functionalities through secure and technologically advanced
services, designed to be easily integrated in centralised, federated (EASA
architecture) and decentralised U-space architectures.
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By managing tactical conflicts, it resolves conflicts with other flight plans
during the flight.

Features flight traces with navigational,
weather and alert information, allowing
you to filter by location and set the view
perspective.

AIRUS services can manage and authorise flight plans.

Provides a powerful configurable rules
engine, which validates flight plans to
ensure they comply with regulations or
other rules required by local authorities.

Managing Tactical Conflicts
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Strategic Geofencing

Strategic Geofencing manages flight
plan conflicts with restricted UAS
Zones.

Traffic Information
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Management of Strategic
Conflicts

Management of strategic conflicts
ensures there are no conflicts among
flight plans in the pre-execution phase.

Flight Plan Management

Flight Plan Approval
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Sets up the rules for invoicing AIRUS
users with a degree of flexibility.

Recording is used to save the data required by the regulation to analyse the
performance of a flight plan after its
execution.

Invoicing System

Recording

AIRUS Suite

Advanced modular
solutions for U-space
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